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Dennis Golin - JuDGe for December 8th
- past president of PFLI
- 3 time PFLI Leonard Victor Award winner
- current president of Flushing Camera Club
- winner of Queens Tricentennial photo contest
- winner of Newsday photo contest
- winner of North Shore Hospital photo contest
- photos published on book covers and in Kodak calendars

2014 - 2015 calenDar Year
november  24th see below
December *8th and 22nd (see p. 9)
January *12th and 26th
february *9 and 23rd
march *9th and 23rd
april *13th and 27th 
may *4th (1st Monday), 
 *18th (3rd Monday) 
 end of Year competition

June  Dinner tbD
*competitive evening

Hello Fellow Club Members,

This month as we approach the winter season many of us have 
a tendency to put our cameras away as the weather turns cold. 
I suggest that this time of year there are many different types of 
photo opportunities to explore. Just because it’s miserable outside 
doesn’t mean you can’t take great winter photos. With a bit of 
imagination and perhaps some warm clothes, there is no reason 
your photography has to hibernate for the winter. For example 
snow, rain and frost make great subjects, and the constantly 
changing light can be both a challenge and a revelation. Bad 
weather can often lead to great photography. We can’t always rely 
on picture-postcard snow, but storms, rain and fog can be just 
as good. Your best chance to catch mist and fog is early in the 
morning, before the sun as had time to burn it off. Sunsets can be 
disappointing, but winter dawns often bring the most spectacular 
red and pink tones. 

Can’t or won’t go out? Don’t put that camera away, because there 
are plenty of photo projects you can try out indoors this winter.

Try doing still life set-ups. Still lifes aren’t just about the subjects, 
but the way you arrange them, the lighting and the background. 
If you have a macro lens try shots of the many indoor objects 
you have in your home such as plants, vases, utensils. Soft 
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Great Escapism - 
From Botswana to Bhutan - 
Let’s Go!   with alan sloyer, m.D. at 7 pm

This interactive talk and slideshow will detail 
the journey of a casual snap-shooter to a 
dedicated landscape and travel photographer. 
Use of high dynamic range (HDR) techniques 
and Lightroom post-processing will also be 
discussed

Alan Sloyer is an award-winning photographer who 
specializes in landscape and street photography. Journeying 
to more than 60 countries, traversing six continents, he 
has photographed some of the most unique destinations 
of the world. His photos have appeared in manynotable 
publications including the New York Times, New England 
Journal of Medicine, and Chronos Magazine. Check out his 
work at Slowyea Photography (sloyer.com)

President’s message continud on page 9
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Focus on . . . 
Colomba Furio-Spigner

I paint in oils. I began painting several years ago while I was still a full time 
Computer Technology teacher with the New York City Department of Education.
I took art classes at the studio of a local artist and enjoyed the comradery of learning 
from and with other art students and I discovered an outlet to a creative side I didn’t 
know I had. 
 
The connection between my painting and photography was immediate. I always 
loved photography. Years ago as a student, I lugged a Pentax with all its various 
lens around Europe and Asia creating slide shows of my travels that I shared with 
family and friends. Now as I painted, I saw that the same principles applied, light, 
composition color, etc. My paintings inspire my photography and vice versa. Often 
I find myself inspired by a photograph I have taken to paint the scene. Similarly, In 
many cases I try to make my photographs look like paintings by using layering and 
other techniques in Photoshop. 

I love to “play” with my photographs to create a desired effect or mood.  Now, all my  
photographs  are shot with either a Canon Rebel E3 or a Nikon Coolpix L820, but 
most are digitally manipulated using Adobe Photoshop. Features such as layering, dodge 
and burn and other Photoshop techniques are used to achieve the desired effects. Many 
images are composites, such as “Quote the Raven” and “Into the Woods.” 

Clockwise from top: Cathedral, Persepctive, 
The Dream, Scary, Girl with the Pearl 
Necklace, Into the Woods, Quoth The Raven
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Notes from George

It seems that this time of year whizzes by and we look back 
and wonder what happened to the time. We wish we had 
spent more time with family, friends and others in our lives, 
yet we do not really take the time to do it. As I approach 
a time in my life where the “downhill” is so much shorter 
than the “uphill” was, I, too look back and think about the 
past. I marvel at how much has changed since I came into 
this world over 70 years ago. Wars, conflicts, health issues 
and other events go on and encompass our lives in a direct 
or indirect manner. And while this commentary should be 
solely and totally about photography, I think it appropriate 
to occasionally reflect on the past so we can enjoy the future 
even better. Now, enough of the past views and on to what I 
love to discuss -Photography and the changes we see.

From the days of the film-driven box camera to the SDHC 
or Compact Flash cards we use today to record our views, 
thoughts and emotions, the change in photography has 
been enormous, yet most has taken place in technology, 
both in software and cameras. And we expect that change 
to continue aggressively to new styles of cameras and lenses 
as well as new software. For example, Topaz Filters has 
introduced a new filter entitled “Impressions” which allows 

the user to literally 
paint the photograph. 
These changes are 
all in many ways 
wonderful and can lead 
to enormous creativity 
which is what this is 
about. Photography 
is a creative endeavor 
and should always be 
viewed as such. 

Those who consider photography a secondary art form have 
been deluded into thinking only certain forms are art. But 
realistically, anything one puts on canvas or film or in the 
digital world is and should be accorded the same respect. 

Creativity is a mind-driven focus which can utilize any 
form or mechanics to achieve its objectives.

I will end this elongated treatise by saying that in 
photography, it does not matter how one gets “there,” just 
make every effort to “get there.” 

George V. Novello
Vice-President, MGNCC

Does anyone want to continue the conversation started 
by George’s excellent  and heartfelt article for the next 
issue of Color Wheel? We are always looking for your 
thoughts, experiences, advice, etc. Please email to 
naomiz5@earthlink.net with your comments.

If you are a new member, 
or haven’t yet sent in 

your birth month,
please email info to:

mgncc@optonline.net

so that we can celebrate 
your birthday by listing it in 

future issues of 
the Color Wheel.

Thank you.
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Clockwise from top left: 
Mother & Child Reunion 
       by Julie Weissman,  
Cardinal 1 by Brian Butensky,
African Impala by 
       Allen Michelson, 
Saratoga by Fred Fenster,  
Duck by Peter Franzoni,
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Clockwise from top left:
North Fork Shack by Jan Altes,  
Sunset by Barbara Field, 
Top of the World by Colomba Spigner, 
Fishing Boats by Leo Tujak, 
Crystal Palace by John Bruno
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Clockwise from top left:  
Forest Blossom by Jo Ann Richards, 
Vintage Boots by Linda Russo, 
Surfer by Arlene Lancetta, 
The Red Dory by Linda Russo, 
Sunflower Awakening by Monroe Halpern



nature and Photography by Rob Sheppard: 
To see this blog, go to 
http://www.natureandphotography.com/?p=2094

I love both photography and nature and this is my blog for 
sharing that with you. One of the keys to always improving 
as a photographer is very simply …  to shoot! I don’t think 
this is something just for the beginning photographer, either. 
I consider  photographing that goes beyond simply getting a 
great shot is important for all of us. I 
had a workshop many years ago with 
the great photographer, Ernst Haas. 
He said that it was important for all 
of us as photographers to keep doing 
the equivalent of the pianist’s finger 
exercises. He noted that no concert 
pianist only played when they expect-
ed to create a brilliant concert, but 
they were always honing their craft as 
a musician. That’s important to us as 
photographers as well. So by constant-
ly doing exercises that push us a little 
and take us out of our normal way 
of doing things, we too can be doing 
visual exercises to keep us sharp.

For me, this is often setting my camera to shoot in black and 
white and forcing myself to only shoot black and white for a 
while. (I’ve talked about this concept before, but the way to do 
this is to shoot RAW + JPEG,  set your camera to black-and-
white or monochrome, and start shooting. Everything you see 
in the LCD will be in black-and-white, plus your JPEG files 
will all be in black-and-white while your RAW files will be in 
color because RAW cannot be any other way.)

Another example: Whenever I get a new lens, I will go out with 
just that lens for an afternoon and only shoot with it. I don’t 
have any expectation of getting great shots, but I do have an 
expectation of honing my craft and better understanding what 
this lens can and cannot do.

Here are a few exercises that I have found over the years to be 
very useful both for myself and for students. I think they are 
great “finger exercises”  for photographers.

The telephoto and wide challenge: Put a zoom lens on your 
camera and go out with just the camera and that lens. Take a 
picture with the widest focal length setting of that lens. Then 
for your next picture,  zoom your lens all the way to its maxi-
mum telephoto position and take a picture. Force yourself to 
alternate the widest focal length with the maximum telephoto 
focal length as you shoot. Create each shot as something new 
for composition, i.e., don't simply zoom into your wide-angle 
shot. This will give you such a great feel for the craft of chang-
ing focal length. The two shots here were literally done this way 
with my Lumix 12-35mm zoom on my Panasonic GH3.

The close-focus challenge: Put a lens on your camera, and it 
doesn’t matter what lens this is, then set your camera to manual 
focus and the lens to its closest focusing distance. Now go out 
and photograph by only using this minimum focus distance. If 
you think you’re going to be tempted to change your focus dis-
tance, put a piece of duct tape over your lens to keep you from 
changing the focus point. This will give you an amazing feel for 
close-up work and the potential of any lens.

Know your aperture: I think 
every photographer should do 
this at least once because this 
will give you a better feel of the 
craft of choosing an f-stop than 
anything I know. Go out and 
find a close-up subject with a 
distinct background behind it. 
But your camera on a tripod 
and your lens at a single focal 
length, then focus on your 
subject and take a series of 
pictures starting with your 
maximum f-stop (such as f/2.8, 
f/4 or f/5.6, depending on the 
lens),  then change your f-stop 

one f-stop at a time as you go toward your smallest f-stop (such 
as f/16 or f/22). Then try this at a moderate distance and a 
far distance. Don’t be surprised if you see very little difference 
when your subject is far away. Also try this at different focal 
lengths. (An aside: One time when I was writing for a photog-
raphy magazine many years ago, I wrote about changing your 
f-stop to affect the appearance of the background and how that 
even the change of a single f-stop could make a difference at 
close and moderate distances. The editor got in an angry letter 
from a reader that said I didn’t know what I was talking about 
because it was only if you changed from a very wide f-stop to 
a very small f-stop that you would actually see any difference. 
Obviously he had never done this exercise! Do this exercise, 
and you might be surprised at the results.)

The reality of white balance:  I have often talked about the 
importance of shooting a specific white balance and not using 
auto white balance when you’re shooting outdoors. I do care 
how many times people say that they can change this in the 
computer, the insidious thing about AWB is that it is often 
“almost” right so that your eye adjusts to seeing what is on the 
screen and you don’t make the needed change. The thing about 
white balance is that there is no international standard so that 
white balance settings on one camera are not exactly the same 
as white balance settings on another. The only way to really 
know what your camera is capable of is to do a series of shots 
where you change your white balance. Set up your camera on a 
tripod and try shooting a subject in sunlight, in shade, and on 
a cloudy day, each time going through a whole range of white 
balance settings, including ones that you don’t think will work. 
Sometimes you can find some really creative things going on 
through the use of the “wrong”  white balance setting.
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COLOR DIGITAL SCORES
Class Total Score # NAME

A 50.50 6 Bruno, John
A 50.50 6 Altes, Jan
A 50.00 6 Appel, Gerald
A 48.50 6 Michelson, Allen
A 48.50 6 Novello, George
A 48.00 6 Russo, Linda
A 47.50 6 Halpern, Monroe
A 47.00 6 Lancetta, Arlene
A 46.50 6 Zuckerman, Irwin
A 46.50 6 Rossi, Steve
A 46.00 6 Pollack, Sheldon
A 43.50 6 Hachadoorian, Haig R.
A 39.00 5 Abrams, Linda
A 37.00 5 Field, Barbara
A 30.00 4 Pandelakis, George
A 29.00 4 Halpern, Richard
A 24.00 3 Richards, Jo Ann
B 48.00 6 Alliger, Eric
B 48.00 6 Spigner, Colomba
B 47.00 6 Butensky, Brian
B 46.50 6 Hachadoorian, Ronny
B 46.50 6 Ebenau, Robert
B 44.50 6 Friedman, Carl
B 44.50 6 Glasser, Sandy
B 44.50 6 Mankowitz, Naomi
B 44.50 6 Michelson, Roseann
B 44.50 6 Tracey, Rose
B 44.00 6 Susin, Janet
B 43.00 6 Fenster, Fred
B 31.00 4 Tujak, Leo
B 30.50 4 Dadi, Kitty
B 30.00 4 Katcher, Marcie
B 29.00 4 Franzoni, Peter
B 25.00 3 Levin, David
B 22.50 3 Weissman, Julie

B & W DIGITAL SCORES
Total Score        # NAME

50.50 6 Altes, Jan
50.50 6 Spigner, Colomba
49.50 6 Appel, Gerald
48.00 6 Ebenau, Robert
47.50 6 Novello, George
47.00 6 Russo, Linda
46.00 6 Abrams, Linda
46.00 6 Hachadoorian, Ronny
45.50 6 Glasser, Sandy
45.50 6 Pollack, Sheldon
45.50 6 Halpern, Monroe
45.00 6 Hachadoorian, Haig R.
44.50 6 Friedman, Carl
44.50 6 Lancetta, Arlene
44.50 6 Alliger, Eric
44.00 6 Butensky, Brian
43.50 6 Tracey, Rose
43.50 6 Susin, Janet
30.50 4 Katcher, Marcie
30.00 4 Pandelakis, George
30.00 4 Halpern, Richard
28.50 4 Dadi, Kitty
25.50 3 Richards, Jo Ann
21.00 3 Mankowitz, Naomi
20.50 3 Weissman, Julie
14.50 2 Fenster, Fred
7.00 1 Field, Barbara

BLACK & WHITE PRINT SCORES

Class Total Score # NAME

BW A 50.00 6 Appel, Gerald
BW A 49.50 6 Sagerman, Ronald
BW A 45.00 6 Leff, Murray
BW A 44.50 6 Lancetta, Arlene
BW A 16.50 2 Pandelakis, George
BW B 48.00 6 Glasser, Sandy
BW B 45.50 6 Friedman, Carl
BW B 14.50 2 Reinhardt, Sy
BW B 7.50 1 Steinberg, Dawn
BW B 6.00 1 Kilcheski, Ed

COLOR PRINT SCORES
Class Total Score # NAME
CP A 49.00 6 Appel, Gerald
CP A 49.00 6 Sagerman, Ronald
CP A 48.00 6 Lancetta, Arlene
CP A 46.50 6 Leff, Murray
CP A 45.50 6 Levine, Harvey
CP A 42.00 5 Michelson, Allen
CP A 17.00 2 Pandelakis, George
CP B 57.00 8 Reinhardt, Sy
CP B 50.00 6 Friedman, Carl
CP B 48.00 6 Glasser, Sandy
CP B 28.00 4 Steinberg, Dawn
CP B 21.50 3 Kilcheski, Ed
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scores for manhasset-Great neck for november 
Judges - tom crosley - Joanna Gazzola - marty silverstein 

BWA Murray Leff Pilot Boat         21  
BWA Murray Leff Sculpture In Sand        21
BWA Arlene Lancetta  Best Friend    22  
BWA Ronald Sagerman  Small Talk   23
BWA  Gerald Appel Portrait In Nature       25 
   Total  112 

BWB Sy Reinhardt The Statue       22
BWB Sandy Glasser Tree Covering            22
   Total  44 

CPA Murray Leff Fall At The Lake 20 
CPA Harvey Levine Sleepy Ducks   21
CPA Arlene Lancetta Who’s Neck     21
CPA Ronald Sagerman  Ready To Go            23 
CPA Gerald Appel Cuban Woman  23 
   Total  108 

CPAII   Michael Zuller Proud To Serve           21
   Total  21 

CPB Sandy Glasser Smoke Stacks   23 
   Total  23 
 
DPA   Sheldon Pollack Bee On Dahlia 21 
DPA   Barbara Field White Sail Blue Sky      22 
DPA   John Bruno Cloud Song           22
DPA   Gerald Appel Oxana Midnite   24 
DPA   Jan Altes Bayside Marina           24 
   Total  113  

DPAII  Richard Halpern  Portland Head Light      21
DPAII   Haig r. Hachadoorian Water Lily #2  22
DPAII   Phyllis Goodfriend  Lone Pine           22
DPAII   Monroe Halpern The Jeweler        22
DPAII   Arlene Lancetta Pollinator            23 
   Total  110 

DPAIII George Novello  Dahlia#4        21 
DPAIII George Pandelakis    Cindy           22
DPAIII Linda Russo Cape Cod Sunrise       23
DPAIII Steve Rossi Looking Down 0955   23
DPAIII Allen Michelson Reflective Bridge    24 
   Total  113  

DPB   Robert Ebenau Eventide           21
DPB   Brian Butensky Woodpecker   21 
DPB   Eric Alliger Reflection       21 
DPB   Kitty Dadi Abandoned Monkey       22
DPB   Fred Fenster Monarch 22 
   Total  107  

DPBII Ronny Hachadoorian  Belmont #1           21
DPBII   Peter Franzoni Sunflower In Blue   21
DPBII   Marcie Katcher Gavin 21 
DPBII   Carl Friedman Windy            22  
DPBII   Sandy Glasser Two Guys     22  
   Total  107   
 
DPBIII Janet Susin Late Summer  21  
DPBIII Naomi Mankowitz    Yellow Hearts            21  
DPBIII Rose Tracey Dew Drops     22  
DPBIII Rosann Michelson   Grandma         22 
DPBIII Colomba Spigner By The Bay            23

Dont miss our 

December  22nd 

Holiday Party
 

Our Club will provide 
food and drink, 

but if you wish to bake - 
extra goodies 

are always welcome

We photographers are poets 
in the language of symbols. 

We crystallize experience, reflect 
the essence of a moment, convey 

raw and honest emotion, 
with contrast instead of cadence, 

composition instead of rhyme,
 light and shadow instead 

of words.

Jan Phillips

lighting works best, so use window lighting or an external 
flash bounced off a white card. Zoom in to focus on textures, 
patterns and colors. The mirror-like surfaces of some vases or 
jars can produce a strong, graphic effect that works even better 
in black and white.

As you can see, even though the short winter days mean you 
might only have a few precious hours of light to work with, 
there are many photo opportunities whether you’re outside or 
in the comfort of your own home.
Happy Thanksgiving everyone!!!

Haig Hachadoorian, President, MGNCC

President’s Message continued from page 1
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2014-2015 Executive Board
President Haig Hachadoorian
Vice President George Novello
Vice President Monroe Halpern
Editorial Vice President Naomi Mankowitz
Vice President of  Library Affairs James Pelzer
Treasurer Allen Michelson
Recording Secretary Michael Zuller
Member at large Gerald Appel

Board of  Directors
Program Chair George Novello

Rules Committee Chair George Novello
Competition Chair Monroe Halpern
Hospitality Chair Dawn Steinberg
Membership Chair Rose Tracey
PFLI Delegates Suzan Goldstein, Dale Goldstein
Field Trip Coordinators Phyllis Goodfriend, 
 Harvey Levine, James Pelzer 

1st Immediate Past President Monroe Halpern
2nd Immediate Past President George Novello
3rd Immediate Past President Judith Boverman
4th Immediate Past President John Siegel

Fellows Of  The Great Neck 
Camera Club

*Eric Kahn, APSA, APFLI
*Herbert Goldschmidt
 Jim Pion, AMC, FMC

Joseph Boverman
*Sidney Goldstein, FPSA, FPFLI

Gerald Appel
* Deceased

 

Honorary Member
Muriel Turk

PHOTOSHOP 
LESSONS

CAMERA COLLECTOR
WANTS TO BUY

QUALITY CAMERAS,
ACCESSORIES,

PHOTOGRAPHIC LITERATURE
One or a collection

DANIEL ZIRINSKY
Member Great Neck Camera Club since 1962

International Center of Photography
Life Member Photographic Society of America

(516) 466-6111  Fax: (516) 466-2859
Email: camrabug@optonline.net

Collect calls accepted

NEPTUNE PHOTO
PHOTOGRAPHIC ..... SPECIALISTS

On-Site Digital Processing Lab
Prints and Enlargements from slides, negatives and digital media  

same day .. slide processing

Discount prices - trade-ins welcome
Large selection of new and used equipment

Cameras - Camcorders - Professional Films - Framing
Telescopes - Binoculars - Darkroom - Books

130 Seventh Street • Garden City, NY 11530
Tel: (516) 741-4484 • Toll Free (800) 955-1110

M-Th 8:30 - 5:45 p.m.  •  Fri 8:30 -7 • Sat 9:00 - 5:45
www.neptune.com

The Great Neck Camera Club
Founded December 1951, Incorporated May 1965

Manhasset-Great Neck Camera Club
Merged September 2011

Webmaster Janina Krach

Jan Altes
718-224-0035

or 917-592-8259


